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Abst rac t - -We describe one component of a "hybrid" Knowledge Representation Language (KRL) 
used for tile development of Large Knowledge Bases (LKBs). Tiffs hybrid language involves two dif- 
ferent aspects, the "descriptive" and the "definitional." The representation f the elementary events 
occurring in the real world (descriptive data = "Snoopy is CharUe Brown's beagle") is organized 
around "semantic predicates" (with "roles" and "arguments"); this gives rise to units called "pred- 
icative occurrences." The single predicative occurrences can be combined using logical, causal etc., 
relationships, giving rise to complex conceptual constructions (*'binding occurrences"). "Abstract" 
conceptual units ("templates") which describe the expected properties of the "concrete" predicative 
and binding occurrences are placed in a specialization hierarchy (H.TEMP) characterized by the 
inlmritance of properties nmd behaviours; the concrete "occurrences" constitute the "leaves" of this 
hierarchy. On the other hand, the "classes ~ representing the "general categories" of all the basic 
entities of the application domain which appear in the predicative occurrences are defined in terms of 
their own specialization hierarchy, tl_CLASS (this is deJiaitional data = "A beagle is a sort of hound 
/ a hound is a dog ... "); the concrete "instances" of the defined classes are the '*leaves" of this 
second hierarchy. The "delitfitional component" is not discussed in this article. The main difference 
between this KRL and other recent "hyl~rid" hmguages i that the "descriptive component" is not a 
first order predicate calcuh,s Imlguage, but a highly structured setnmttic network. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The need for two separate conceptual systenm in order to represent the "contingent facts" concern- 
ing individual things and characters, attd the "universal principles" necessary to reason about 
these facts, has always been implicit in the western intellectual tradition. This dichotomy is 
linked to some fundamental philosophical distinctions like "intension vs. extension" and "ana- 
lytic statements vs. synthetic statements." Given the great interest hat Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) researchers manifest oday for all sorts of "hybrid representations," i.e., representation sys- 
tems that consist of two or more integrated subsystems, each of which may employ distinct, 
specialized representation languages and inference systems [1], it is not surprising to see com- 
puter science ager to appropriate this old dichotomy for knowledge representation theory. This 
paper deals with descriptive, as opposed to definitional, knowledge in such a hybrid system. 
We can attribute to Woods [2] the paternity of a first, fundamental step towards the grafting 
of this dichotomy onto the practice of knowledge representation, thanks to the introduction of a 
distinction between "assertional" and "structural" links. Taking this idea further, the creators 
of the hybrid system KRYPTON [3-5] divided knowledge representation i to a terminological 
component for definitions (a kind of formal dictionary using a KL-ONE style semantic network 
language) called the TBOX, and an assertional component for stating specific facts (a predicate 
logic based language with the usual sentence-forming operators "Not," "Or," "There Exists," 
and so on) called the ABOX. The predicates used in the ABOX are defined in the TBOX. This 
approach led to the appearance of a whole family of KL-ONE based hybrid systems uch as 
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BACK [6], KL-TWO [7], LOOM [8], SPHINX [9] and others; these are described in the survey 
"The KL-ONE Family" by Woods ,t, Schmolze in this volume) 
Our thesis is that the potentialities of hybrid knowledge representation systems have not yet 
been fully exploited, and that this requires, first of all, the construction of realistically powerful 
"assertional" components: moreover, they must not necessarily adhere to the fallacious claim by 
Han et al., namely "It is well accepted that logic is the most appropriate tool for assertional 
reasoning" [9, p. 105]. We use a "hybrid" Knowledge Representation Language (KRL) which is 
at the core of a complete nvironment for the development and use of Large Knowledge Bases 
(LKBs), characterized by the coexistence of several thousand "rules" and several million "facts." 
The environment is built up in the framework of a current, interdisciplinary project carried out 
at the French National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS); other aspects of the project have 
been mentioned in [14-16]. This paper will address only the most unorthodox component of this 
language, corresponding to the "assertional" one of the usual hybrid languages. 
2. GENERAL CHARACTERIST ICS  OF  THE KRL  
Our KRL  has no pretension of absolute validity: it has been designed [laving in mind the 
Large Knowledge Bases where complex inference operations must be executed, and which make 
use of very powerful data models. In the financial field, knowledge bases of this type will be 
used to store all information about tile market factors which can affect share prices (general 
information from newspapers and professional magazines, financial reports, news items and other 
natural anguage banking messages); other possible applications concern tire analysis of military- 
intelligence messages and aircraft-maintenance reports. 
Our KRL uses two neatly differentiated but interrelated classes of tools, tire descriptive and 
definitional: 
• We shall refer to tile "descriptive component" of the KRL ("factual," "episodic" com- 
ponent) ,as the data structures which concern the expression of detailed, particular facts 
about individual things, characters and events. They are used to represent such filets as: 
"On the 21st and 22nd of October, 1988, the town of Bluefields on the Atlantic co~st of 
Nicaragua was ravaged by the cyclone Joan" or "Snoopy is Charlie Brown's beagle." This 
corresponds roughly to KRYPTON's ABox. 
• The "definitional component" of the KRL ("terminological" component), on the contrary, 
concerns the data structures used to represent universal defining principles. It concerns 
ti le encod ing  of  such in fo rmat ion  as: " ravage  is to lay waste by ph lnder ing  or dest roy ing  ; 
"a cyclone is a storm or a system of winds that rotates about a center of low atmospheric 
pressure ... "; "a beagle is a sort of hound / a hound is a dog of any of various hunting 
breeds / all dogs are animals." This corresponds to KRYPTON's TBox. 
We use this anodyne terminology ("descriptive"/"definitional") instead of the traditional one 
("assertional" / "terminologicar') because of some divergences from the KR.YPTON's approach 
with regard to the distributiol, of knowledge amongst he different components of an hybrid lan- 
guage, see [14, p. 353]. For us, the knowledge associated with the definitional component only 
refers to the permanent (at least in the context of a given application) properties (attributes) of 
single entities (concepts, classes), and never refers to some particular and contingent relationship 
which can associate several distinct concepts or their instances. Brachman et al.'s statement, 
[4, pp. 414-,115] "either Elsie or Bessie is the cow standing in Farmer .]ones' field" nmst be en- 
coded using the descriptive component tools; a statement like "a family with no children" gives 
1 Recent research on such systems has focused on the computational complexity of determining whether one defined 
TBOX term subsumes another. Although of some theoretical interest, this has lately become a rather Byzantine 
dispute about the trade-off of expressiveness (how many kinds of things can be specified in a TBOX definition) 
for formal computational tractability. Calculating subsumption in most of the TBOX languages was found to 
be worst-case intractable, i.e., requiring exponential time, and often undecidable in any amount of time [10,11]. 
In contrast, the problem of an efficient implementation of the assertional ABOX language is rarely addressed. 
Like predicate logic itself, automatic inference using a full fu'st-order predicate calculus based language such 
as KRYPTON'S ABOX is inherently intractable in the worst case. Faced with the inefficiency of assertional 
components built on the basis of fu'st order logic, some researchers have outlined a prudent retreat towards the 
safer and more well-known pasturelands of hierarchical organization in KL-ONE style, see for example [t2,t3]. 
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the constitutive property of the (possible) entity "childless.family" and must be encoded using 
the definitional component. This criterion is like Brachman et al.'s differentiation [4, p. 418] 
between oun phrases, represented using the TBox tools (here, the definitional component tools) 
and sentences, represented using the ABox tools (here, the descriptive component tools). The 
descriptive information to be represented can be associated with a well determined point or inter- 
val in time, and may be "evolving" and "dynamic" in opposition to the "perennial," universal" 
properties of the definitional knowledge. Information like: "Snoopy is Charlie Brown's beagle" 
belongs to the descriptive component because One can think of this as: "During a well deter- 
mined time period, Snoopy has been Charlie Brown's beagle," or: "We see today that Snoopy is 
still Charlie Brown's beagle." 
Our definitional component data structures are in essentials frame-based structures; in partic- 
ular, their design has been influenced by the RLL architecture [17] and CYC's representation 
language [18, p. 67]. Details about the concrete implementation f these structures can be found 
in [14, pp. 361-367]. I will only mention here that, inside the general "definitional component" 
framework, "instances" have their own file system called B INST that is separate from our "class 
hierarchy" = H_CLASS which implements the class inheritance mechanisms. Each entity of the 
world (i.e., in BINST) is linked by a pointer to its defined class in H_CLASS with an instance-of 
link. 
3. THE DESCRIPT IVE  COMPONENT DATA STRUCTURES 
htstead of a pure "logical level" approach to ,assertion, as in KRYPTON's predicate-logic 
ABox, we make use, for the descriptive component of the KRL, of a "cauonicar' conceptual-level 
representation (see Section 3.1.1). This means that the representation f a particular "elementary 
event" in terms of tire KRL's descriptive component is independent of the surface structure of 
any linguistic utterances which express this event: for example, the three claus,~: "John gives 
a book to Mary"; "Mary gets a book from John"; "A book is given to Mary by John" show 
different surface structures but faust correspond to the same deep structure. This deep structure 
in a semantic network. 
( PREDICATE : ROLE - I { < argument > : [ location ] } 
ROLE - 2 { < argument > : [ location ] ] 
ROLl:- - n { < ~gument > : [ location ] ] } 
[ modulators l 
[ temporal ttributes ] 
[ identification attributes l 
Figure 1. General scheme of a predicative occurrence. 
3.1. Predicative Conceptual Units and Predicative Occurrences 
We use a data structure which is like a case-frame with certain enhancements. See Figure 1. 
An "elementary event" is made up of a particular ealization of a prcdieat lve conceptua l  
unit ,  i.e., is organized around a semant ic  predicate (something corresponding to "change of 
possession after a transfer" in the above example concerning Mary, Johu and the book) identifying 
a "basic" type of action, state, situation etc., which is described in the event. The entities which 
are mentioned in the event (John, Mary, book) and which are, at least partly, proper to a 
particular application domain, fill the peculiar roles (slots, cases) associated with the semantic 
predicate. In the example, "Mary" is the "subject" of "gaining possession," "book" the "object" 
and "John" the "source." According to a "case grammar" approach [19-23] the individual entities 
are, therefore, the arguments  of the semantic predicate which are introduced by means of the 
roles (case slots); see also Sowa's survey on "Conceptual Graphs" in this volume and, in a 
"terminological component" and "subsumption" context, the N-ary extensions of KANDOR-Iike 
systems [24]. The resulting code takes the name of predleat ive occurrence:  a predicative 
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occurrence is, therefore, a predicative conceptual unit adapted to the formal representation f a 
particular elementary event in terms of the KRL's descriptive data structures. 
The (single) "semantic predicate" (see infra Section 3.1.1), the "roles" (Section 3.1.2) and the 
"arguments" (Section 3.1.3) are the basic coding elements ("semantic ategories") which make 
up a predicative occurrence: the basic predicative frame formed by their association corresponds 
to the tenseless structure which Fillmore [19] calls a "proposition." For the time being, only the 
arguments, and the occurrence as a whole, may be characterized by determiners  (attributes, 
Section 3.1.4) which give details about significant aspects of these elements: the set of determiners 
corresponds roughly to Fillmore's "modality." For example, the occurrence may be accompanied 
by "modulators" that, as their name suggests, are there to refine or modify the basic interpre- 
tation of the occurrence in terms of a meaningful event (see infra, Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.4.1): 
one example is the particular "negation" modulator ("negv") which allows the happening of an 
elementary event to be denied ("Mary did not get a book from John"). Other determiners which 
refer to the predicative occurrence as a whole are tile "temporal attributes," which quantify time 
duration or frequency of the elementary event, or tile (non-semantic) "identification attributes," 
giving information about the original source of the event related in the predicative occurrence, 
the creation date of this specific piece of code, etc. On the other hand, spatial determiners are 
associated with tile arguments as "location attributes" ("Mary, in Pensacola, got a book from 
John, i,l Kansas City"). A particular class of determiners which can be attached either to the 
single entities appearing inside the arguments of the predicate or to the whole predicative occur- 
rence are the "validity attributes," which can take values as "true," "conjectural," "uncertain," 
"contradictory," "false," etc. See infra, iu Section 3.2.1, the discussion concerning the example 
of Figure 8. Structt, red arguments ("expansions") can be created in many ways (see Sections 
3.1.2 and 3.1.3, for example) by si,uply associating with the entities ome "quantifying" ("all," 
329 . . . .  see in Section 3.2.2 tl,e example of Figure 9) or "qualifying" ("red," "powerfid" ... ) 
"attributes." 
A general scheme of a predicative occurreuce is showu in Figure 1. With respect to tl,e 
departt, re from KI[YPTON's apl)roacl, meutioned above, it is worth noting that this type of 
representation allows the ea-sy realization of powerfill "conceptual indexi,,g" scl,cmata by choos- 
lug suitable combinations of the basic codi,g elements (predicates, rotes, classes of arguments, 
determiners) ;I.s a mea,s of addressing to retrieve an elen,entary event. See [16]; this possibility 
is very useful in order to solve some concrete development problems in the domail, of LKBs. 
Before giving some details about the elements of Figure 1, 1 must explaix, why this discussion 
will be largely in terms of ll.ESI']DA's so-called "metalanguage." RESEDA is a working, imple- 
mented Intelligent Information Retrieval System (IIRS), see [25,26], built in Paris at CN ILS in the 
early Eighties. This system was originally developed in order to deal in an "intelligent" manner 
with complex "biographical data" about characters in the French medieval history; "intellige,t" 
means that, for example, RESEDA could come up witl, information that was not exactly what 
was asked for, but nevertheless could be considered ms a "plausible answer" to the users query 
(see infra tt,e "transformation," rules il, Section 3.3), or the possibility of automatically estab- 
lisl, ing relatiouships between knowu facts stored in tl,e system. In reality, it soon appeared that 
RESEDA could be used in a number of domains quite difl'erent from the original, strictly histor- 
ical one, thanks mainly to its very broad iuterpretation of tl,e term "biographical." In RESEDA, 
biographical data refer to any elcl,lentary event, located by space-time coordinates, that it is pos- 
sible to isolate within the life-cycle ("biography") of a given "personage." The personage can be 
a human being, in which case "biographical data" refers to any event, in the public or private life, 
physical or intellectual, etc., that it is possible to gather about this character; but one can also 
speak of "biographical data" concerning the vicissitudes in the journey of a nuclcar submarine 
(the "personage") or the various avatars in the life of a commercial product. 
Coming now to the relations between RESEDA's metalanguage and the KRL, and setting aside 
all the architectural differences more strictly linked to the diverging aims of the two projects 
(the construction of a particular IIRS versus the establishment of a general environment for the 
creation of LKBs), we can say that: 
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• The "definitional" component of the RESEDA's metalanguage was very sketchy: the defi- 
nition of the entities of the domain was given simply by determining their positions inside 
a tree-structure, i.e., by determining, following the "is.a" links, the ordered set of their 
"generic" terms. In this way, "beagle" was defined only by the fact of being a "specific" 
term of "hound" (i.e., "beagle" pertains to the type "hound"); "hound" is a specific term 
of "hunting_dog," etc.; all these terms pertain to the sub-graph which has "animal" as the 
top-level node. In other words, no frame structure was used in this component, although 
the possibility of adding some form of extended efinition for the entities which were of 
particular importance from the point of view of a given application had been planned (but 
was never implemented in reality). 
• In the "descriptive" component of RESEDA, no provision was made in order to implement 
an operative mechanism exploiting the general properties which characterize the different 
classes of concrete predicative occurrences: i.e., in RESEDA, the "hierarchy of templates" 
(H_TEM P, see infra Section 3.3) was unexploited, and recorded, at best, only in an implicit 
form. 
• As a consequence of the two points above, no distinction existed in RESEDA between 
cla~ses and instances (in the definitional component), and between occurrences and tem- 
plates (in the descriptive one). 
• With regard now to the structures to be used in the KRL for tile construction of tile 
dcscriptive predicative occurl~ences of Figure 1 (for the formal representation f the events 
occurring in the application domain), tile excellent results obtained iu this context in a 
Resedian framework strongly pleaded, on tile cotltrary, for the adoption of the RESEDA's 
solutions: this has been our final choice. Of course, RESEDA's nletalanguage must bc 
"generalized," in order to bypass the constrictions which couhl resl,lt in an awkward or 
cltitttsy representation in some particular application domain (see, in the next. section, tile 
I{cscdian obligation to ahvays use only tlve "deep predicates"), llowew:r, I[I';SEI)A's met- 
alanguage can at lea.st lie considered its a particular eali:ation of our general "descriptive 
cotnpouent" language, and it is actually used in this role, for experimeuts sake, in the 
project mentioned in Sectio,t I. This is why the rest of this artich;, and the concrete 
exattll~les i|t i~articular, will be largely about the particular "scruffy" ontology used in 
itESEI)A to structure and represent the real worhl. 
An exhaustive description of the fornlal structures of this "metalaugt,age" and of their modalitics 
of use cau I)c found iu Stouder's tnanual [27]. This handbook has been written (under my 
supervision) at the request of CIMSA SINTRA, a military subsidiary of the French Thomson- 
CS F group. 
3.1.1. Semantic l'redicates 
A discussion about tile choice of a "correct" set of predicates shifts quickly to a discussion about 
the problem of the "senlantic primitives." Without going back to Aristotle, Leibuiz and l{atnon 
Llull (see [23]), it is well known, for example, that Schank utilized, in the early descriptions of 
his conceptual dependency theory [28], a reduced set of eleven primitive acts which play the 
role of the semant ic  predicates in the formal description language presented iu this paper, lu 
this way, the elementary event: "X walked to the cafeteria" is represented roughly as: "X (the 
'actor') PTRANS ('physical transfer', the primitive act) X (the 'object') to the cafeteria (the 
'directive case')." The main advantage of this method is tile ability to dramatically reduce tile 
capricious variety of the surface (natural anguage) denotations of tile events to be represented. 
The difficulty lies in the impossibility of reducing always, and in an unambiguous way, all the 
universe's complexity to eleven primitive acts; see also the criticisms in [29, pp. 10-14]. Of course, 
it should be emphasized that, in their most recent work, Schank and his colleagues rely more 
and more on high-level concepts, like "DISPUTE," "PETITION," "AUTtlORIZE" etc., see [30], 
instead of expanding everything into primitives. This shift in emphasis is described in Lytinen's 
survey "Conceptual Dependency and Its Descendants" in this volume. 
Accordingly, the semantic predicate in Figure 1 can be chosen, at least in principle, in con- 
fortuity to any "deep" or "surface" option-cf. Sowa [23, p. 14] when he says that: "In general, 
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a system should allow high-level concepts to be expanded in terms of lower ones, but such ex- 
pansions hould be optional, not obligatory." I would like to emphasize the fact that this choice 
is, in reality, a completely praymatic one, depending only on architectural considerations aimed 
to optimize a particular application (very often, in order to facilitate a particular set of useful 
inferences). 
For example, the RESEDA system makes use of only five "deep semantic predicates": BE- 
AFFECTED-BY (roughly to have, to be in possession o f . . .  ), BEHAVE (a "character" mani- 
fests or adopts a particular attitude, or acts in order to obtain a particular esult), BE-PRESENT 
(to reside, also metaphorically, in a certain place, to take origin in this place ... ), MOVE (the 
displacement of a person or a physical object, the transmission of a message ... ), PRODUCE 
(cause to exist or occur, with reference to material or immaterial entities, e.g., a service). This 
reduced set permits, in particular, the restriction of the number of basic legal "predicative tem- 
plates" (predicative conceptual units describing classes of concrete occurrences, ee Section 3.3) 
admitted in the metalanguage to fifty (approximately), see also the Appendix; this reduction 
does not excessively reduce the semantic expressivity of the metalanguage thanks, mainly, to the 
following two reasons: 
• The first one is that RESEDA makes an intensive use of the deternuners of the "mod- 
ulator" class in order to convey the missing elements of meaning. Modulators can also 
be combined, as in the association "recip(rocal), against" in the occurrence of Figure 2, 
where this occurrence xpresses the fact that Mr. Smith and Mr. Brown are engaged in a 
legal controversy. SUBJ(ect), OBJ(ect), and MODAL(ity) are roles; the arguments intro- 
duced by the first two roh.'s are "structured" ones ("expansions," see Sections 3.1.2 and 
3.1.3), realized here via "COORD(ination) lists." Note that a predicate, also in the pres- 
ence of some modulators, does not "mean" very much in isolation; the basic meanin 9 of 
a predicative occurrence is always given by the indissoluble association, see Sectio,k 1.l.2, 
of the predicate, a particular set of roles, and a set of argumetlts build t,p from e~ttiti~s 
(cla.sses and instances, see also Section 3.2.1) defined in the specialization hierarchies of 
the definitional component of the KR.L. 
{ BEtlAVE : SUBJ (COORD Smith Brown) 
OBJ (COORD Smith Brown) 
MODAL legal_action 17 } 
[ rccip, against-] 
Figure 2. Using the modulators to specify precisely the "nleiuling" of a 
predicative occurrence. 
Tile second reason is that a fundamental, "architectural" choice iu RESEDA (which has 
been maintained in tile definition of the KRL) has been to integrate, for efficiency's sake, 
tile execution of the simplest inferences of tile "generalization/specialization" type("level 
zero inferences") directly inside the unification module which operates on the "descrip- 
tive" structured objects, instead of using an inference ngine. In this way, some simple 
deductions which make use of the inheritance of properties can be done at the "unification" 
level rather then at the "resolution" level; see also the "Conclusion," Section 4, and [31,32] 
in a logic programming context. The level zero ittferences involve chiefly entities ("classes" 
and "instances") from the definitional component appearing in tile "argument" sections of 
the predicative occurrences: hence, in general, the advantage of disposing of a H_CLASS 
definitional hierarchy organized in a very rich conceptual taxonomy. As a consequence, 
whenever it was possible in RESEDA to translate a surface verb into a construction like 
that of Figure 3 where the "action name" becomes a "class" and is inserted into some sub- 
tree of the definitional hierarchy this type of solution has been systematically adopted. 
In this way, "to telephone" is translated as "PRODUCE phone_call," to sail" as "PRO- 
DUCE departure_from_n_port," "to fire" as "PRODUCE dismissal," etc., ("phone_call," 
"dismissal," departure_from . . . .  " pertain now to the H_CLASS hierarchy in the defini- 
tional component); the definitional component is considerably enriched and the number 
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of predicates minimized without any loss of semantic ontent. Note, from a pure "syn- 
tactic" point of view, that this construction has its counterpart in a class of predicative 
occurrences where the argument filling the "destination" (DEST) role (if it exists) in the 
PRODUCE construction is the "SUBJ(ect)" of a predicate "BE-AFFECTED-BY," and 
the "OBJ(ect)" of this last predicate is again the "action name." See, in this context, 
the two occurrences of Figure 4 translating the surface expressions: "Mr. Smith has fired 
Mr. Brown" and "Mr. Brown has been fired by Mr. Smith." The main value of this par- 
allelism is not in the possibility of alternate freely "active" and "passive" constructions, 
but, chiefly, in the possibility to obtain a confirmation, using BE-AFFECTED-BY, of a 
previous event rendered by PRODUCE: Mr. Smith has fired Mr. Brown and Mr. Brown 
is now really suffering from this very unpleasant experience. 
{ PRODUCE : SUBJ ( <hunum pcrsonage>l <socialbody> I... } 
OBJ { <action_name> } }
Figure 3. Translat ion of an "action" into "PRODUCE+act ion .name."  
PRODUCE : SUBJ Smith 
OBJ dismissM_dccision_4 I
DEST Brown 
BE-AFFECrED-BY : SUBJ Brown 
013.I dismissal_decision_4 l
SOURCE Smith 
Figure -I. Symmetry between "PRODUCE"  and "BF~AFFECTED-BY."  
To conch,de this section: although the descriptive component of the KRL uses a restricted 
"canonical" representation, we must again emphasize that this does not always mean a systematic 
decomposition i to primitives, see also [29, pp. 6-9; 33, pp. 31-32]: the descriptive component 
of the KIlL c,uploys, actually, a well-balanced nfix of "primitive" and "higher-level" conceptual 
objects. As already said supra in this section, tile semantic predicate can in principle be chosen 
according to any "deep" or "sur['acc" option; roles on tile contrary (see Section 3.1.2) and some 
determiners, like tim modulators (see Section 3.1.4.1) are "primitive," i.e., they are not definable 
in terms of one a,mtl,er. The entities of the domain, i.e., the arguments of tile semantic predicate, 
are high-level conceptual objects which can be freely chosen according to the necessities of the 
particular application at hand and which are not decomposed into primitives; their descriptions 
arc given in the "definitional" component structures (II_CLASS and BINST) of the language. 
The presence of primitive roles and determiners in the descriptive component is the main cause 
of the dissymmetry between the "descriptive" and the "definitional" data structures of tile KRL: 
in accordance with the general philosophy of the frame languages, no set of primitive attributes 
has been, in fact, selected as standard slots in the frames of the definitional component. 
3.1.2. Roles 
No truly convincing role classification has been proposed so far in the literature, so the choice 
of the "appropriate" set of primitive roles seems often to be a purely pragmatic affair. To re- 
strict ourselves to two recent publications, Sown [23, Appendix B] gives a list of 37 "conceptual 
relations" which aspires to some sort of generality: in reality, this list freely interweaves cate- 
gories pertaining to very different logical classes, and includes ome contestable choices such as 
"duratioi," (I)UR), ",rogation" (NEG), "possible" (PSBL) etc., which all seem more comfortably 
linked to some sort of "determiners" (e.g., modulators). Sparek Jones and Boguraev [34] list 28 
"deep cases" ~ the result of a pragmatical analysis of a large sample of natural language sen- 
tences: once again, the criteria which are used in order to define and differentiate these cases 
are, at best, unclear, see the natural language xamples the authors utilize to illustrate the two 
"catchall" categories "ATTRIBUTE" ("the girl in blue was happy"; "the girl with the pink hat 
w~ sad") and "STATE" ("his conduct is admirable"; "he wears green trousers"). 
In our KRL, the main principle which directs the distribution of the coding elements amongst 
the different semantic ategories states that the definition of a given category cannot be estab- 
lished independently from the definition of all the others, given that, as already said, the full 
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signification of a predicative occurrence appears only when the indissoluble association of all the 
coding elements used in a predicative occurrences (predicates, roles, arguments, determiners . . . .  ) 
has been taken into consideration. For example, and with reference to the ambiguities observed 
before in the role systents of Sown and Spark Jones and Boguraev, we can state here the two 
(empirical) rules which permit us to differentiate between "predicative roles" (see in]ra in this 
section) and "modulators": 
• Predicative roles (e.g., SUB J, OBJ, SOURCE, DEST, .MODAL in Figures 2, 3, 4) must 
be considered as "local relations" which are just used to specify the functional character- 
ization of the connections between the predicate and its arguments. The different coding 
elements which take part in these relations (predicate, roles, arguments) cannot, sepa- 
rately, receive an interpretation i terms of a meaningful event; an (at least partially) 
valid interpretation will only arise after their (mandatory) assembling has been carried 
out. An inmlediate corollary of the above is that the presence of at least one "predicative 
role" inside a predicative occurrence is a necessary (but not su~icient) condition ill order 
that the occurrence could be interpreted as a meaningful event. Predicative roles act, in 
a sense, as the "correlators" in Ceccato's "operational linguistics" [35,36], i.e., each pred- 
icative role is the keystone (semantic binder) of a triadic cell where each resulting triad 
gives rise to a basic building block of the overall semantic interpretation. 
• Modulators are, on tile co,trary, "global functions" which take as their argument a whole 
predicatiz:e occurrence (predicate, roles, arguments, ott,er determiners . . . .  ): this occur- 
rence h,as already a very' precise meaning in terms of elementary events. The application 
of this function transforms this original meaning by refi,ing or modifyin9 it (i.e., after 
the application of the modulator(s), we do refer to a totally different event front that 
correspondiltg to the "bare," original occurrence). A consequence of the above is that, 
,as opposed to the predicative roles, the modulators are never strictly necessary for the 
interpretation of a predicatiw: occurrence itl terms of a meaningful eveut. 
If we cottsider again the examph.' of Figure 2, we can sce that, even if we ignore the two modula- 
tors "[ recip, agai,lst ]," the code still retait,s a very precise meaning which corresponds roughly to 
"S,nitl, and Browu are both actiw:ly involved in ~, legal action." Adding the modulators partially 
rcfiues this b~L~ic situation by furnishing tile following precisions: (a) the involvement of Smith 
attd Brown is of a symmetric nature; (b) this symmetric involvement has an hostile character. 
Another simple example, implying ill this case more a transformation than a mere t~efinement 
of the origit,al meaning, is given by the difference between "PRODUCE: SUBJ z OBJ polit- 
ical_program_16" arid "PRODUCE: SUBJ z OBJ political_program_16 [ment]," where, in the 
first case, the political program ha.s been effectively issued, and in the second has been only con- 
ceit,ed (with the modulator "mettt(al)," the activities of the characters involved in the occurrence 
do not result iu a concrete manifestation i the physical domain). In all these examples, it is 
evident, on the co,trary, that tire drastic suppression of all the predicative roles would lead to 
the impossibility of interpreting further the predicative structures as meaningful events. 
C!outitlg back tlow to the classification of the "roles," we can say that the RESEDA's metahm- 
guage uses a total of 16 roles distributed into three classes: 
• "'Predicative roles" which, as we have already said, are strictly used to link the predicate to 
its arguments inside a predicative occurrence. They are: SUBJ(ect), OBJ(ect), SOURCE, 
DES'F(ination), MODAL(ity), TOPIC ("h propos o f . . .  "), EVENT ("in the context 
o f . . .  "). 
• "'Biuding roles," ALTEll.N(ative), ASSOC(iation), COORD(ination), ENUM(eration), 
and SPECIl"(ication); all these roles are used as labels of lists of terms (of undefined 
length). 
AUI'ERN, COORD, ENUM and SPECIF can be used to construct "structured argu- 
ments" ("expansions") inside the predicative occurrences. The first three correspond, 
roughly, to the logical connectives "exclusive or," "and," "'inclusive or." More exactly, re- 
ferring to the cl~sification of Dahl [37J, COORD corresponds to the "collective relation" 
(all elemeuts of a set participate in some relationship together); ENUM to the "distribu- 
tive relation" (each element of a set satisfies the same relation, but they do so separately). 
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ALTERN is the "disjunctive relation" as defined by Sowa [23, p. 118], i.e., concerning a
set of elements of which only one participates in a relationship, but the particular one is 
not known. The last role, SPECIF, the "attributive relation," is used to associate a series 
(a list) of attributes to a definitional component term appearing inside an argument of a 
predicative unit, see also, infra, Sections 3.1.3 and 3.2.2. 
ALTERN, COORD and ENUM can also be used to associate several predicative occur- 
fences (more exactly, the labels identifying these occurrences) under the guise of lists of 
undefined length, giving rise to "binding occurrences," see infra Section 3.2.1; the bind- 
ing occurrences are characterized by the absence of a semantic predicate. ASSOC may 
equally be employed for this function: more precisely, it serves as a means of relating the 
predicative occurrences representing the successive steps of the same complex event to the 
occurrence(s) (founding event(s)) which is/are at the origin of this succession of elementary 
events. The role SPECIF cannot be used to construct binding conceptual units. 
"Causal roles," CAUSE, CONFER., GOAL and MOTIV(ation). These roles cannot be 
used in a predicative occurrence; they are employed, on the contrary, to link predicative 
units inside the binding occurrences. They define RESEDA's own causality taxonomy: it 
is well known that the representation f causality is one of the fundamental problems facing 
researchers dealing with knowledge representation i  an AI context. See, amongst many 
other possible references, [38-42]. Intuitively, RESEDA's causal taxonomy is linked to two 
dichotomies in the causal field: cause-consequence; w ak-strong. But this distribution is, in 
fact, based on more objective criteria, shown in Figure 5; the natural anguage xamples in 
this figure all refer to the marriage between Mr. Snfith's daughter, Nancy, and Mr. Brown. 
The first dichotomy is recognizing whether the explicative argument, B--formed by one or 
rnore predicative units associated inside a list which is labelled using one of the four roles 
of the causal field-is previous to ( = CAUSE or CONFER. ) or subsequent to ( = GOAL 
or MOTIV ) the argument (predicative unit) that it explains, A, to which the causal ist 
is attached. The sccol,d dichotomy is b;Lscd on whether the cause is both "necessary" 
and "suIficicut"; if it is both, this characterizes a strovg causality ( = CAUSE or GOAL) 
while if it is only o,~c of the two this i,nplics weak causality ( = CONFER. or MOTIV). 
Expressed in different ernts, this second criterion explains that the use of CAUSE and 
GOAL is only permitted i,l the presence of a "material implication" B D A; it is evident 
that tl,is l~t  condition is not respected in the two examples of Figure 5 which illustrate 
the use of CONFER. and MOT[V. More details on tile above can be found, for example, 
in [25, pp. 207-208]. 
f 
f 
B A 
I I 
temporal axis 
A (CAUSE B) 
a (CONFER B) 
l 
- [ 
A (C, OaL n) 
A (MOTIV B) F 
L 
A B 
I I 
lcmporal axis 
B is necessary to explain A 
B is sufficient o explain A 
.C~ : NancySmith entercd Mr. 
13town's [arnily as a consequence of  
the tr~lrriage." 
B is necessary to explain A 
B is not sufficient o explain A 
:J~ : Mr. S~nilh gavc Mr. Uroml a 
position in his firm as a wedding 
present. 
A is ncccssaty to realize ll 
B is sufficient o explain A 
Er : NancySmith converted to 
Ca tholicism in order to be tm rried 
by the Pope. 
A is not necessary to realize B 
B is sufficient to explain A 
F~_.r : Mr. Srrdth bousht a ncwsuit 
for the marriage o[his daughter. 
Figure 5. Taxonomy of causality in RESEDA. 
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BE-PRESENT : SUBJ { (At.TERN (ENUM Mr Brown (COORD Mt Smith N~_Smith) )  
(ENn, dM Mr_Brown (COORD Mr Smith LucySmith))) } 
: [ Avignon] 
EVENT rec6'ption_ 15 
Figure 6. Priority rule for the bindin$ roles. 
3.1.3. Arguments 
The semantic description of the conceptual entities proper to a particular application domain 
which appear inside the arguments of the predicate, see Figure 1, pertain to the sphere of the 
"definitional component." In the "descriptive component," it is however necessary to say some-  
th ing about the syntax of the "structured arguments" ( expansions") which, in the particular 
ease of RESEDA's metalanguage, are constructed by using the ALTBRN, COORD, ENUM and 
SPECIF "binding roles" introduced in the previous ection. 
Without entering into unnecessary details, I will only say that, in order to simplify tile search 
and unifying procedures (see also the "Conclusion," Section 4), it has proved useful to adopt 
a "priority rule" for the construction of "well-formed" structured arguments; the rule can be 
visualized by using the following expression: (ALTERN (ENUM (COORD (SPECIF)))). This 
means th,'~t it is forbidden to use inside the scope of a list introduced by the binding role X a 
list labelled in terms of one of tire roles appearing on the of X in tire priority expression abow;. 
According to this rule, the event: "Mr. Brown attended the reception in Avignon; Mr. Smith 
also was there, accompanied by his daughter Nancy (but the accompanying lady could also be 
his wifi; Lucy)," will be translated in RESEDA according to the representation f Figure 6 (note 
that Mr. Brown and Mr. Smith went separately to the reception, ,as shown by the use of ENUM). 
Of course, each of the singh: coding elements (M r_Brown etc.) inside the expansions could have 
been accompanied by a list of attributes (a "SPECIF" list). 
Two remarks now: 
• The "binding roles" can also be used (with the same syntax) in the definitional component 
data structures, in order to facilitate the establishment of complex associations of fillers 
(cla.sses or instances). In tire frames describing the classes of the definitional component, 
the slots are in fact multivalued. 
• The same syntactic rules which are used for dealing with the "expansions" inside a predica- 
tive occurrence (expansions permit the assembling of elementary conceptual entities from 
the domain) are also used to deal with the "binding occurrences" which permit he assem- 
bling of predicative units. For example, the treatment of ttre ALTERN, COORD, ENUM 
lists is, of course, the same inside and outside the predicative conceptual units. Moreover, 
in RESEDA, there is a strict symmetry between tire treatment of the "SPECIF" lists 
(expansions) and of the "causal" lists (binding units). In a SPECIF list, each attribute 
appearing inside the list can be recursively accompanied by another SPECIF list (see the 
"nested relations" in a database context, [.t3]); in this way, "two very damaged chairs" 
translates into "chair (SPECIF 2 damaged (SPECIF very))." Analogously, tire "cause" (in 
general) of an event in a causal binding list can be, in turn, "caused" by another event, 
etc.: e.g., in the example concerning "GOAL" in Figure 5, "be married by the Pope" could 
be linked by CONFER. to "amazing her milieu." 
We can conclude this section by observing that, as it appears clearly from the example of 
Figure 6, the syntactic riteria illustrated above imply the acceptance of a sort of "conjunction 
reduction" principle, which state that sentences with coordinated constituents are abbreviations 
for (are derived from) coordinated sentences. Wierzbicka [44, pp. 166-190; 45, pp. 2'23-285] chal- 
lenges vigorously this principle on ttre basis of several arguments: deviant character, both from 
a stylistic and a semantic point of view, of marry of the reconstructed coordinated sentences, 
absurdity of the reduction process in presence of plurals ("355 members of the House of Com- 
mons are liberal"), difficulties of a reduction in case of a construction of the type "only A, B, 
and C," etc. While we agree in principle with Wierzbicka's analysis, we must note that, on a 
very pragmatic ground, the rich combinatorial power of the RESEDA's binding roles and the 
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adherence to the general methodological rule which requires that a particular coding element or 
category can never be handled in isolation from all the others permits us to easily represent a
large number of Wierzbicka's examples. We shall limit ourselves to give in Figure 7 the Resedian 
translation of two of the those examples [44, p. 167]: a) "John and Mary are intelligent" ("sen- 
tential conjunction," reducible), and b) "John and Mary are similar" ("phrasal conjunction," 
nonreducible). In order to favour a "descriptive" point of view, the two examples are interpreted 
as descriptive remarks about John and Mary which are produced at a very precise moment in 
time, instead of "definitional" and permanent properties of John and Mary, see supra the dis- 
cussion in Section 2. Moreover, in the first one, we have assumed that the qualities of John and 
Mary have been noticed at the same instant ("at the same date") in order to be authorized to 
use a unique predicative occurrence. The structures of Figure 7 are two standard predicative 
structures, ee [27] and the Appendix, where the first means: "manifest a particular quality" and 
tim second: "be linked, in a 'passive' way, by some sort of mutual relation" (see also the related, 
"active" structure used in the example of Figure 2). 
a) BEHAVE : SUBJ (ENUM John Mary) 
MODAL intelligent appearance 
b) ( BE-AFFECTED-BY : SUBJ (COORD John Mary) 
OBJ (COORD John Mary) 
MODAL likeness l
[ recip ] 
Figure 7. "Scntential conjunction" and "phrasal conjunctioIC in RESEDA. 
3. I..I. Determiners 
As said before, the "argumeats"and the "predicative conceptual units" (predicative occur- 
fences ) ms a whole can be charactcrized by the presencc of "determiners" (attributes). These can 
hc distributed in several cl,'~ses: some examples are given in the following sections. 
3.1..~. I. Modubttors 
I"or a definition, see the discussion in Section 3.1.2. In RESEDA's metalanguage, xamples 
of modulators (primitives) are: "against" (see the example of Figure 2); "krypt" (the activity 
of tile SUBJ(cct) is hidden, e.g., a clandestine political meeting); "ment(al)" (see tile example 
of tile cm~ccption of a political program ill Section 3.1.2); "negv" (denying the happcnlng of an 
event, sec supra Section 3.1); "nint" ("nonintentional," indicating that the situation described 
in the occurrence is not the result of the precise willingness of the SUBJ(ect), as in "Mr. Smith 
ll~s, involuntarily, started a fire"); "poss(ibility)" (translates expressions like "to have the power 
of . . . .  " "'to bc in a position to do something . . . .  " "to be authorized to ...  "); "rccip" (scc the 
examples of Figures 2 and 7); "soc(ial)" (the activity of the SUBJ(ect) is inspired by a SOURCE 
and is situated in the framework of his socio-professional duties, see "The U aired Nations Security 
Council ~Lskcd the General Secretary to resume his reconciliatory mission for another seven days"); 
etc. For a complete list of the RESEDA's modulators and for more examples, sec [27]; in a "deep 
lexical analysis" context ("semantic parameters"), see also [46, pp. 40-60]. 
Of paramount importance arc the three "temporal modulators," "begin," "end" and 
"obs(erve)" which, associated with the "temporal attributes," see infra Section 3.1.4.3, play 
in the h:RL a fundamental role in the coding of temporal information [16]. They are used when- 
ever it is necessary to state that the situation described in the predicative occurrence is reduced 
to a particular "point" in time: with the modulator "begin," the beginning of the situation 
("Francis Pyre is appointed Foreign Secretary by Margaret Thatcher on 5th April 1982"); with 
the modulator "end," the end; with the modulator "obs," the moment when the presence of a 
particular situation is observed (for example, to express the information: "ll is known that, in 
June 1903, Lev Trotski still agreed with the Menshevik wing on the subject of the strategy toward 
socialism") but without, at this level, giving any information about the beginning or end of this 
situation which normally prolongs in time before and after the given date. 
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3.1.4.2. Location Attributes 
Location attributes modify the entire argument section which fills one of the predicative roles. 
In the RESEDA's metalanguage, a location attribute is made up of three components: 
• a complex, alpha-numerical "zip code-type" symbol, giving the best possible approxima- 
tion of the spatial coordinates of the location to be represented; 
• a "typology" code, translating the "category" of the given location, as in "street," school," 
"church," farm," etc.; 
• a "toponym" code, giving the place-name of the location. 
According to this convention, the coding of an event like: "The wedding took place at Sens, 
in the St-Colombe Church" will make use of a "location attribute" where the indication "city of 
Sens" gives rise to the "zip code," "church" (a term pertaining to definitional hierarchy) to the 
"typology" code, and "St-Colombe" to the "toponyln" code which permits the exact specification 
of the typology. 
Tire insertion of location attributes inside a predicative occurrence is not always necessary, 
even if some "predicative templates" (in particular, those constructed in RESEDA by using 
tire BE-PRESENT and MOVE predicates, ee also infra the examples of Figures 8 an 9) may 
request heir presence in association with some specific role. For example, it is evident hat the 
representation given supra in Figure 6, Section 3.1.3, is a simplified one, given that two congruent 
location attributes should be normally associated to the SUBJ and to tire EVENT arguments. 
3. l..It.3. Temporal/I ttributes 
Temporal attributes apply, as the modulators, to a whole predicative occurrence: amongst other 
thiI,gs, they dcfi,m the time interval or tire particular point ill time during which tire predicative 
occurrence (the elementary event) "holds." In this respect, the temporal knowledge representation 
syst.cm associated with the descriptive component of our KRL shares ome (vague) similarities 
with Shoham's "reilied temporal logic" [,t7]. Even if the temporal attributes (as tire modulators) 
are not strictly necessary in order to associate a basic meaning to a predicative conceptual unit, 
nevertheless their presence is absolutely mandatory in order to interpret this unit as a predicative 
occurrence (remenlber what we have said in Section 2 about the strong temporal characterization 
of the descriptive component, in contrast with tire atemporal properties of the definitional one). 
This means that the code associated with the (fictitious) examples of Figures 2, ,I, 6 and 7 is 
incomplete if such representations must be interpreted as well.formed "predicative occurrences," 
sec again, infra, the more "realistic" examples of Figures 8 and 9. 
In the RESEDA system (and, more generally, in our KRL system) the coding of temporal 
i.formatiou is very important, given that the characteristics of this coding are used to structure 
accurately ("conceptual indexing") the descriptive database, and to control the plausibility of 
the temporal inference procedures. Without entering into too many details, [ will only say that 
original concepts of these systems are the notions of "category" and "perspective." The "category 
of dating" characterizes tire association of a temporal marker to the beginning ("posteriority," 
or "subsequence"), the end ("anteriority," or "precedence") or a particular monmnt ("contempo- 
raneity," or "'coincidence") of a given elementary event; very often, this association is explicitly 
signalled by the presence of the three "temporal modulators" mentioned supra, Section 3.1.4.1. 
The "perspective ofdating" is used to define tire degree of precision (for example, an incertitude 
expressed by a pair of dates) with which a given temporal marker is known. A recent paper, [16], 
gives a ,sore precise description of our temporal knowledge representation formalism, showing in 
particular that: (a) it permits an integration of the "point" and the "interval" paradigms; (b) it 
provides ome tools (based on the concept of "perspective") in order to deal with the "fuzziness" 
which, in concrete situations, isoften associated with the description of a temporal marker; (c) it 
permits tire implementation f an efficient emporal reasoner, able to deal, for example, with the 
more "mechanical" aspects of the well-known problem concerning the "persistence ofa situation" 
(the frame problem). 
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3.2. Linking Together the Predicative Occurrences 
Being able to represent he elementary events in predicative occurrences i not enough to 
translate the original information completely: it is also necessary to represent the logico-semantic 
links which exist between elementary events (the "coordination" and "subordination" links, using 
a metaphor from the domain of natural anguage). 
3.°..1. Binding Conceptual Units and Binding Occurrences 
One way to solve this problem is to use some "binding conceptual units," i.e., a list--charac- 
terized using one of the binding roles introduced in Section 3.1.2--whose lements are "labels" 
(addresses) of predicative units. When the predicative conceptual units mentioned in the binding 
unit consist of "concrete" predicative occurrences, the binding unit gives rise to a "binding 
occurrence." 
As a very simple example, let us consider the Resedian representation of the information: 
"Kurt Waldheim flies today to Baghdad in order to obtain from Saddam Hussein the release of 
the 95 Austrian hostages [25th of August, 1990]." 
The coding will give rise to two predicative occurrences, identified with the labels "a" and "b," 
and to a binding occurrence, "c," see Figure 8. Occurrences "a" and "b" have two (mandatory, 
see supra Section 3.1.4.3) temporal attributes, the two date blocks "date-l" and "date-2" which 
are used to register the dating elements giving the limits of the temporal interval associated with 
the occurrence. In the case of the occurrence labelled as "a," only the first data block is filled 
because the situation described in this unit (Kurt Waldheim leaving Vienna on August 25th in 
order to meet Saddam tIussein in Baghdad) may be represented as a "point" on the time axis. In 
the occurrence "b," the two blocks are empty because, in the particular wording of the original 
piece of information (e.g., a news agency item about the 1990 Gulf crisis), the actual release of all 
the Austrian hostages i not expressly stated (the final result of the Kurt Waldheim's minion w~ 
still utlknown when the notice was issued). According to the original information, the situation 
represented by "b" must, therefore, be interpreted as "conjectural," i.e., it represents only, in a 
way, the "iatetltious" linked to Waldheim's mission. As a consequence, vent "b" is characterized 
by the presence of a "conjectural validity attrilmte," code "*". Note the difference in scope 
between the "modulators" and the "validity attributes"; the latter are totally "external" to the 
intrinsic meaning of the event to be reI~resented and, as opposed to the modulators, are added 
only when this meaning is already fully represented. 
a) { MOVE : SUBJ Kurt_Waldheim : [ Wien ] 
OBJ Ku~_Waldheim : [ Baghdad ] 
D "ES'I" Saddam Hussein : [ Baghdad ] 
MODAL flight_7"} 
[ dam-I : 25_augus[_1990 ] 
[ date-2 : ] 
b) ['] { PRODUCE : SUBJ S~.ddam llussein : [ B~.ghdad ] 
OBJ release - 
DEST ( aus~an_hostages (SPECIF 95) } : [ Irak ] } 
[datc-I : ] 
[ date-2 : ] 
c) a (COAL b) 
Figure 8. Predicative occurrences and binding occurrences. 
In "a" and "b" of Figure 8, tile arguments of tile predicates (entities of tile domain) pertain to 
two categories: "Kurt_Waldhcim," "Saddam_Hussein," "flight_7," "austrianhostages" (the spe- 
cific hostages of Austrian nationality in the "1990 Gulf crisis" context) are "instances"; release" 
is a "class" which subsumes all sorts of possible incarnations of the general concept of setting a 
person free (we shall learn afterwards that the hostages have been handed over to Kurt Wald- 
helm, and that they left Iraq using its own presidential jet). Thus "release" pertains, in the 
definitional component, o the H_CLASS hierarchy, not to tile particular instance base (BINST, 
see, supra, Section 2). Moreover, we can note that, in the context of the example of Figure 8, 
"release" acts as an "implicit variable"; see also the implicit variables "intelligent_appearance" 
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and "likeness" of Figure T, which refer to very generic entities associated to the upper nodes of 
the H_CLASS hierarchy. The recourse to such variables is often necessary when the descriptive 
information represents hypothetical events, i.e., the hopes, beliefs or intentions of the "actors" of 
the chosen domain. In RESEDA, "conjectural" predicative occurrences, associated with "sure" 
predicative occurrences inside binding structures labelled with the roles "GOAL" and "MOTIV," 
are extensively used to represent the domain of the "intention"; note that a "conjectural" oc- 
currence can never exist in a totally independent manner, and must necessarily be introduced 
by a "sure" occurrence describing the concrete behaviour which is at the origin of the intended 
result. For some details about this, and for more complex examples about the use of the binding 
conceptual units, see for example [25, pp. 203-209]. The argument introduced by DEST(ination) 
in "b" is a structured one ("expansion"), realized by using the quantifying attribute "95" inside 
a "SPECIF(ication)" list, see supra Section 3.1.3. 
3.2.2. The Completive Construction 
A second way of associating multiple predicative occurrences i to insert the labels identi- 
fying some of these occurrences inside the argument sections of other predicative occurrences 
("completive construction"). As an example, let us consider, Figure 9, the Resedian coding of 
the information: "On September 3rd, 1967, the Sunday Times makes known to western pub- 
lic opinion the fact that 329 Czechoslovakian i tellectuals have prepared a new declaration of 
protest." The arguments of the predicates are all "installces," given that they can be identified 
by a particular "proper name" (e.g., "czechintellectuals" i  a specific instance of tile generic 
"intellectual" cl~s which describes a particular group of characters at a very precise moment ill 
time, see "austrian_hostages" in tile l~t  section). 
a) { MOVE : SUBJ Sunday_Times : [ London ] 
OBJ #b 
DEST western public_opinion 
MODAl. newspaper.publication_54 } 
f date-l: 3 ~ptember 1967] date-2 : ] 
b) { PRODUCE : SUBJ czech_intellectuals (SPECIF 329) 
OBJ protest_manifesto 3 
DEbT western_public_opinion } 
date-l: ~fore_3_$eptember 1967 ] 
date-2 
Figure 9. An example of completive construction. 
In RESEDA, tile particular completive construction where tile label ("b" in Figure 9) of a 
"subordinate clause" (bearing the informational content o be spread out, e.g., tile preparation 
of tire new declaration in our example) is introduced as tile OBJ(ect) argument (see "OBJ #b" 
in the occurrence "a" of Figure 9) of a "MOVE" predicative occurrence ("a"), is the privileged 
way of translating the "transmission of information," see again [27]. Note that the assembling 
rules peculiar to tile completive construction require that the code translating the subordinate 
clause (i.e., the information, "b," in the example of Figure 9) must represent an "autonomous" 
predicative occurrence (i.e., with a full, truly independent meaning). 
3.3. The flierarchy of Templates 
A "template" is an abstract pattern (an abstract "conceptual unit") which describe the general 
properties of a "class" of concrete conceptual units (both predicative and binding occurrences); 
unlike the specific occurrences, the templates are, therefore, domain.independent. For exam- 
ple, for a class of predicative occurrences, the corresponding template will give specifications 
about the semantic predicate to be used in these occurrences, the standard and optional roles, 
the determiners, the constraints oil the arguments, etc. See the Appendix. In other words, 
templates provide the general characteristics of the formal patterns which must be used in the 
descriptive component of the KRL in order to construct well-formed representations of tile single 
elementary events (predicative occurrences), or of the associatiol, s of elementary events (binding 
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occurrences). All the templates are placed in their own specialization hierarchy, called H_TEMP; 
the concrete occurrences constitute the "leaves" of this hierarchy. The same relations which exist 
between the H_CLASS and B_INST architectural structures in the "definitional component" of 
the KRL, see supra Section 2, exist now for the "descriptive component" between the H_TEMP 
hierarchy ("classes") and the "occurrence database" (B_OCCR, "instances"). As usual, the nodes 
of the H_TEMP hierarchy inherit the properties (predicates, roles, classes of definitional terms, re- 
strictions, etc.) from their parent-nodes. At present, and unlike H_CLASS, see [14, pp. 363-364], 
H_TEMP is a tree-structured hierarchy, i.e., only single, not multiple, inheritance is allowed. 
A common characteristic of the H_TEMP and H_CLASS hierarchies is that one of tile main 
aspects of the information associated, explicitly or implicitly, with the nodes of the hierarchy, is 
given by the "constraints" specifying the legal set of concrete values (and their syntax) which 
can be used to construct he occurrences (in the occurrence database, B_OCCR) and to describe 
the status of the specific instances (in the instance database, BINST). Given that the formal 
expressions implementing these constraints can be really complex, see for example [25,26], very 
often the constraints are only indirectly inserted in the "patterns" (H_TEMP) or in the "frames" 
(H_CLASS) under the form of an association with some "explicit variables" m, y, : , . . . .  In oppo- 
sition to tile "implicit variables" already introduced, supra, in Section 3.2.1 (and which can be 
considered as "pure constraints"), explicit variables are individualized by using a specific "name" 
which explicitly refers to tile type "variable" (the KRL is a strongly-typed language). 
For example, the predicative occurrence "a" of Figure 8 is a concrete realization of the template 
in Figure 10, which gives the general framework of the displacement of a person or a group of per- 
sons (e.g., a delegatioq); the parent-node of this template is the general "displacement_template." 
Optional elements are in parentheses. Note, in Figure 10, the presence of "explicit variables" 
(m, y, o, etc.): in the predicative occurrences, these variables will be normally substituted hy 
some "instances" (B_INST) of the "classes" (II_CLASS), pertaining to the definitional compo- 
nent, which are explicitly mentioued in the "constraiuts" associated with the variables (for sim- 
plicity's sake, in Figure 10 the variables referring to the "descriptors" have been indicated only in 
all implicit form, and the full details of their constraints have been omitted). The l l | anage l l l e l | t  of 
the constraints requires, ,s usual, the use of a constraint satisfaction system which can compute 
all the globally consistent assignments for a set of variables by using local propagation, tentative 
a.ssumptions and backtracking, see [48,'19]. In Figure 10, the association of the same variahle a: 
with the two roles SUBJ(ect) and OBJ(ect) corresponds to a characteristic of the RESEDA's 
metalanguage: the movements of a person (or group of persons) are always expressed in the form 
of a SUBJ(ect) who moves himself as an OBJ(ect). 
{ person_dls'placement_t emplate 
IS A : movetemplates  
{ MOVE : SUBJ x : [ < departure location > ] 
OLLI x : [ < arrival_loeadon > ) 
( SOURCE y : [ < location > ] ) 
I DEST z : [ < location > ] ) 
MODAL u ) 
C EVENT , ) } 
( [ < temporal_modulators > I ) 
[ date- 1 : < dcpartttre_datc > ] 
[ date-2 : < arrival date > ] 
x = < human_bcing > I < group_ofpe.opIc  > 
y = < human_being > I < social_body > 
z = < human_being • I < social body • 
u = < displacement modal i ty > 
v < situat ion_fratnework > ] 
F igure  10. An  exnaxlple of a template .  
Templates are of paramount importance inside the general organization of tile KRL. Besides 
their use in the creation of predicative and binding occurrences, the templates are utilized when- 
ever it is necessary to represent complex concepts which involve necessarily the use of complex 
formal structures. For example, they can be utilized as "fillers" in the frame slots of the H_CLASS 
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hierarchies in order to describe xactly the meaning of some very difficult notion. We can men- 
tion here the example, examined in detail in [14, pp. 166--167], of the representation of the 
concept "manifesto," meaning "a public declaration under the form of a written statement, is- 
sued by a group of people, in which they express what their intentions, motives or views are." 
In the corresponding H-CLASS frame, the slot "declaration_goal" is filled with the template 
"transmission_of..intention'; this last template is subsumed under the H_TEMP class "informa- 
tion_transmission," realized, as usual (see also the example of Figure 9), by using a MOVE 
conceptual unit. In this function, templates hare, therefore, some similarities with the use of 
complex conceptual structures "~ la Schank" like MOPs and SCRIPTs, see for example [50]. 
As a second example, the templates can intervene in the definition of all sorts of "declarative" 
inference procedures ("conceptual rules") to be used in the Large Knowledge Bases (LKBs) which 
are the ultimate purpose of the project mentioned supra in the "Introduction." 1 will mention 
here briefly the "transformation rules" [51,52], one of the most powerful inference mechanisms 
of RESEDA. Transformations deal with the problem of obtaining a "plausible answer" from a 
Knowledge Base (KB) even in the absence of the explicitly requested information, by searching 
semantic affinities between what is requested and what is really present in the base; the funda- 
mental principle adopted is then to transform the original query into one or more different queries, 
which are semantically close to the original one. To give a very simple example, suppose that, 
working i,t the context of an hypothetical KB about university professors, we should want to ask 
a question like: "Who has lived iu the United States?" even without an explicit representation 
of this fact in the base. If tl,e KB contains ome information about tire degrees obtaim'd by the 
professors, wc can tell the t, ser that, although we do not explicitly know who lived in tl,e States, 
we can nevertheless took for people having an American degree. This last piece of information, 
obtained by transfor,natioa of tl,e original query, wot, hl indeed normally imply tl,;tt some time 
w,xs spent by the profi:ssors it, tl,t~ country, the United States, which issued their degree. 
Transfor,,mtions arc made up of a "h;ft hand side"-formulation it, a "template" format of tit,: 
linguistic expression which is to be transformed-and one or more "right hand sides"-rcprcsett- 
ration in the same style of ore.' or more linguistic expressions that nmst be substituted for the 
given one. A tra,,sformation ear l ,  therefore, be expressed as: "A (left hand side) - ,  B (right hand 
side)." Tire "travsfortt,atiot, arrow" (~)  has a double nteaning: 
• operationally speaki,tg, the arrow iadicates the direction of the transfor,natio,,: tl,e left 
hand side A is dropped and replaced by the right hand side B; 
• the standard logical meaning of the arrow is that the information obtained tl,rough the 
use of 13 implies tl,e one obtained from A. 
t l )  BE-PRESEN' I ' :SUBJ  x : [k ]  
x = < human_bc ing  > 
p = < t i t le > 
q = <authority >
k = <locat ion > 
• = < official_document > 
--4 BE-AFFECTED-BY : SUBJ x 
OBJ p 
SOURCE q : [k  ] 
MODAL • 
F igure  11. A s imple  example  of  t rans format ion  ni le .  
In reality, the "always true" implications (noted as "B~A"  in RESEDA, wltere we assutne that 
the symbol "=~" represents ile "implication arrow") are not very frequent. Most transformations 
found in real world applications represent in fact "modalized implications" (noted as "B *==~ A," 
which means "it is possible that B implies A"). An example of this last type of transformation 
is given by the transformation "tl" in Figure 11, which will permit us to deal with tile informal 
example above about "university professors"; as we can see, the left and hand right side of "t l" 
are formed by normal templales. Transformation t l  says: "If someone (z) receives a title from all 
official authority by means of an official document, hen it is possible that he has been physically 
present at that moment in the place (k) where the authority is located." This rule, for example, 
is not always valid in the case of an university degree (it could be obtained in a correspondence 
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school, etc.). Nevertheless, it is possible to see that, in this case, the "semantic distance" between 
an "always true" implication and a "modalized" one is not too important, as it is always possible 
to change t 1 into a "true" transformation by the addition of a few constraints on the variable p, 
for instance the "disequation': "p :fi< obtainable_by_correspondence_degree>." More examples, 
and a complete "theory" of transformations, can be found in [51]. 
4. CONCLUSION 
The "transformation rules" just described are a first, dynamic utilization of the descriptive 
data structures of the KRL. For a complete discussion of this, see [25,26] for some details on tile 
Resedian inference techniques. Here we mention briefly some characteristics of the "unification 
module" which is currently used in association with the KRL (practically, RESEDA's module). 
The main structure handled by the unification module is the "search pattern." A search pattern 
is a descriptive data structure including, at lea.st, a predicate, a predicative role with its associated 
argument, and any indication of the temporal interval where the unification "holds." Tile search 
patterns may originate from outside tile KBMS (Knowledge Base, KB, Management System) 
if, in a deductive retriever style, they represent a direct translation of queries posed by the user 
("level zero inferences"). On the other band, they may be automatically generated by the KBMS, 
when using an inference ngine, a blackboard etc., during the execution of all sorts of "high-level" 
inference procedures. For example, executing the tranformation rule "tl" of Figure 1 [ is done 
using an inference ngine whicil operates in two main phases. A first, bottom-up hase (selectiou 
pha.se), involves going from the p~zrticalar expression to transform and selecting by indexing aud 
unification, i,, the "rule base" part of the KB, one or more "r,le heads" (left hand side of a 
transformatiou) which define a generic class encompassing the expression in question. Before 
the unilicatiou proper, the expressions to be transformed and the rule heads will be reduced to 
standard search patterns, see below. In a second, top-down phase (execution phase, corresponding 
to the top-down functioning of PI{OLOG), the program corresponding to the selected rule or rules 
is executed by generating (via the ordinary backtracking teclmiques) particular right hand side.s 
correspouding to new search patterns; these will search, by filtering, for a correspondence with 
the "factual" (descriptive) iuforumtion stored iu the KB. Reducing all the complex unification 
operations to the "match" of this basic structure (search pattern) permits us to obtain an higl,- 
level of modularization and an economy of code. 
Our unillcation routittes inchtde a number of ad hoc "tricks" which dilferentiate them from 
those used in a "nornud" unification context, even if the basic mechanism is, ,as in PROLOG 
[53,5-1], a comparison of labelled trees. For example, trying to unify "expansion" arguments of 
indetinite length while complying with the "priority rule" (see supra Section 3.1.3) and with the 
semantics of the binding roles, has given rise to some dimcult problems; other problenm have 
been caused hy tire richness of the "constraint representation language" [25,26]. An important 
characteristic ofsuch routines is linked to the fact that a search pattern can only contain "implicit" 
variables. We have already encountered supra, in Sections 3.2.1 attd 3.2.2, the implicit variabh:s 
of the "generic term" fort,,, like "release" in Figure 8 (or "title" and "official_docunlent" in
Figure 11). They correspond to 9eneric classes of the H_CLASS hierarchy (in the definitional 
component), i.e., to "roots" of sub-trees in this hierarchy and, therefore, enable us to recover 
directly, during the unification (see supra Section 3.1.1), all the specific classes and instances 
subsumed by this term in the definitional component of the KRL. The second category of implicit 
variables are the "dummy variables," empty" positions which can be replaced by any tern, in the 
unification process. In the high-level filtering and unification operations, where e~rplicit variables 
are involved~i.e., terms explicitly labelled as pertaining to the type "variable"--a reduction to 
the standard search pattern format (allowing only implicit variables) must be performed. This 
can be done: (a) by replacing directly an explicit variable with the corresponding constraint 
(e.g., a "generic term" variable) when there is no possible ambiguity in this context (see the only 
constraint associated with the variable "x" etc., in Figure 11) or when the ambiguity has been 
reduced in the course of previous inference operations; (b) where this is not possible, by replacing 
the explicit variables by "dummy variables," and verifying the constraints after the unification 
and the (provisional) assignment of values to the variables. The main advantage of this procedure 
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is, beside the modularity mentioned before, the economy realized by verifying directly a certain 
number of constraints during the unification. 
In conclusion, we have described some characteristics of the Knowledge Representation Lan- 
guage (KRL) proper to a general environment for the construction of Large Knowledge Bases 
(LKBs). The main difference between our KRL and other recent "hybrid" languages is that the 
"descriptive component" is not a first order predicate calculus language, but a highly structured 
semantic network. This permits a very important increase in efficiency, while preserving the 
expressive power of the logical calculus thanks to the richness of the "conceptual" categories 
employed: note, for example, the presence of several classes of "determiners" which compensate 
largely for the absence of explicit "logical quantifiers." 
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APPENDIX  
A Predicate Template Hierarch~ 
In the following figures, 12 and 13, we represent a possible "predicative hierarchy of templates" which is based 
on the description of the syntactic structures of RESEDA's metalanguage iven in Stouder's handbook [27]. Given 
the space limitations, this representation can only be very sketchy (Figures 12 and 13 correspond to about 40 pages 
of the Stouder's manual!); for a more "realistic" picture of a predicative template, see for example Figure 10. Only 
the "upper levels" of the hierarchy are given, 
In these figures, ~[" means "mandatory" and "# " means "forbidden": e.g., all the templates pertaining to 
the "BF_,-AFFECTED-BY" hierarchy must provide for the role "OBJ(ect)" and cannot be endowed with the role 
"DEST(ination}." Restrictions are, of course, "inherited": e.g., all the templates of the "origin_and..death . . .  " 
sub-tree (BE-PRESENT hierarchy) are characterized by the mandatory presence of the modulator "mater(ialize)"; 
moreover, the templates "origin ...  " require the addition of the (mandatory) modulator "begin," the templates 
"end . . .  " that of the modulator "end." Going now into some details about the specific templates, the restrictions 
imposed on the sub-tree "beAinked_by..a..relationship" (BE-AFFECTED-BY hierarchy) say that: Ca) the presence 
of the modulator "recip(rocal)" is mandatory; (b) the argument filling the "SUBJ(ect)" role must be "copied" 
into the "OBJ(ect)" role. This argument is a "COORD(ination)" llst of several (at least two) "personages" 
(characters}. See also, in this context, the "mutual..attitude" templates in the "concrete-attitude . . . .  " sub-tree 
(BEHAVE hierarchy), as opposed to the "one.sided_attitude" t mplates. In the BE-AFFECTED-BY hierarchy, 
the templates pertaining to the sub-tree "receive.an_information" show a strong symmetry with the templates 
"transnfit.an.information . . .  " of the "MOVE" hierarchy (see the example of Figure 9). The templates of the 
sub-tree "focus.on.a-result" (BEHAVE lfierarchy) translate the idea of "acting in order to obtain a given result": 
if the modulator "ment(al)" is forbidden ("act.explicitly . . .  "), the SUBJ(ect) of BEHAVE takes some concrete 
action in order to fulfil the result (e.g., "Jolm buys a ticket for New York"); if "ment(al)" is mandatory, no 
concrete action is undertaken, and the "result" reflects only the "wishes" of the SUBJ(ect), see "John would like 
to fly to New York." In the two cases, the representations nf the "act" and of the "restdt" are neatly separated. 
The "act" is described by a "BEIlAVE" occurrence which relat~ its spatio-temporal coordinates, identifies the 
SUB{ject) ("John") and designates (if known) the MODAL(ity) of the act {"ticket..a, cquisition," in the "concrete" 
acceptation). Tile "result" is described by tilt occurrence structured around one of the resi(htal hmr ResediJm 
predicates, a "MOVE" predicate in the cn.se of the ex+u,q)lc ("John will Ily from Paris to New York"). Till." 
two occurrences are mandatorily linked by it "GOAL" binding occurrence. Note that, for all the "fi~cus.~n .. .  " 
cottstructions, the "reference tinle" is the temporal mark+.'r liuk+rd with the first occurrence ("BEIIAVE): this is wily 
the second occurrence, which happens "is the future," is oftelt Inbelled with a "conjectural validity attribute," see 
supra Section 3.2.1. We call add that this type ~Jf globM colmtructi~m (in ternm of "BI'~IIAVE") is the "canoltical" 
structure to be used for tile reprq~entatl,m of "wishes a~ld th~ires." In the "concrete behaviour" case, the first 
term of the binding occnrrence will often be coded, on tile contrary, in terms of the specific "BE-AFFECTED- 
BY, B 'E-PIIESENT, MOVE, PI~.ODUCE" predicates instead of using tile generic "BE! lAVE": nee tile ex,'unple of 
Figure 8, where the specific action of h:urt Waldheim is explicitly represented bya "MOVE" occurrence {in the case 
of the "Jolm buys . . .  " exatnph:, it w~mhl al.~o be possible to translate the "act" by using n BE-AFFECTED-BY 
occurrence, with SUBJ(ect) = SOURCE --- "John"). 
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• PREDICATIVE TEMPLATE_HIERARCHY 
. BE AFFECTED BY TEMPLATES ; predicaZe : BE-AFFECTED-BY ; I OBJ ; ~ DEST 
. .  be or_come_in_pomesston_of 
. . _  be In_p0ssesmion_of_physlcal_things ; OBJ < physical thing [ex: goods] > 
. . .  be_in_possession of_abstract resour¢~l ; OBJ < abstract_asset > 
. _ .  be_In possession_of..i sodal_status ; (see the example of Fig. I 1) 
..... be_ln_.possesston..of..a..job ; OBJ < post > 
. . . .  be in possession f_a_speci f icknowledge : OBJ < [¢x: linguistic_knowledge] • 
..... benefit_from_a_service i OBJ < sea'vica: [¢x: financial_services] • 
. .  be affected_by_emotionally charged_events ; OBJ < unusualevent  • 
.... ben  fleeted _by_postti ve..eve nts 
. . .  be_affected_by_negative_events I ( ee the example of Fig. 4) 
_. become_a_member of..a group ; SUBJ < group of_people • • OBJ < human being > 
.... become_a member_of_a structured group ; SUBJ < [ex: political_party] • 
.... becomea_member  of an Informal_group ; SUBJ < [¢x: entourage] • 
. .  be l inkedby_a_re la t ionsh ip  ; I rood. rccip ; SUBJ = Oi l l  = (COORDpl  . .  pn) ; (Fig. 7) 
. . .  receive an_Information 
_ .  rece ive_a_gener ic informat ion ; OBJ < type_of_information [ex :  minutes] •
. . . .  receive a ~ructured  Information ; OBJ "label ofpredicativ¢ occurrence'" 
. .  remember ; I modulator men[ ; OBJ < human being I physical_thing [ event ... • 
.. l i e  PRESENT_TEMPLATES ;predicate : BI/-PRF+S|:.[~I', Ilocalion of the SUBJ ; # Dl~V[" 
... origin and death ofllvlnl(_belngx_or_snclal_bodles ; I modulator mt~(idizc) 
.... orlgln of..llving_belngs_or so¢l-I bodles ; ! modulator begin ; ~emod. end 
.... end of..living belngs_or_.,mdal bodlL.'s ; ! modulator end; xmod. begin 
... be.pr~ent_,omewhere ; (see the examples of Fig. 6aod 11) 
F igure  12. Template  h ierarchy:  "BE-AFFECTED-BY"  asld "BE-PRESENT"  tem-  
p lates .  Depth of i,ldenting corresponds to depth in tile hierarchy. 
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. BEHAVE_TEMPLATES ; prt~icatt : BF.J'IAVE 
. .  external_manifestation f the subject ; ~e OBJ 
- -  act lnL in_a_part icu lar_ro le ; MODAL < role [ex: intertxeu:d • 
. .  mul feet_a .parUcular_qua l i ty  ; MODAL < quality > ; (see the example of Fig. 7) 
. .  focus on a result ; ~eOBJ, DEST, TOPIC;  ~emod. against, fo r ; l  "GOAL"byrd/rig oct. 
. .  act_expi ldt iy . . to_obtalnthe_result  ; ~e modulator merit 
. . .  w ishesanddes i res  ; ~ moduhUor me~t 
. .  concreteamtude  towards_someone_so.thing ; I OBJ, MODAL ; gDEST, GOAL ; ;nnent 
. .  favourable concrete attitude ; I modulmor for 
, - .  favourabl ;_oneMd"ed_concreteatt l tude ; , rood. re~ip 
, . .  favourab lemutua l_¢oncreteet t i tude  ; ! mod.r~ip ; ! SUIt l  = OBJ -- (COORD. . . )  
, . .  negative.concrete attitude ; I modul~or against 
. . . .  negative one s/ded ,.'oncrete att itude ; ;emod.tecip 
. . . .  negative_mutual concrete.att i tude ; (see the example of Fig. 2) 
. .  menta l _a t t i tudetowards .someone. . .  ; I OBJ, MODAL ; ~e DEST, GOAL ; Cmod. ment 
.. MOVE_TEMPLATES ; predicate :MOVE 
. .  move_a_phyMcal_obJect ; OKI < physical thing > 
. .  change the_.mxdtion_of something : ~ ~ (ex: "move the wardrobe") 
. .  transFer_something_to.someone ; ! DEST (ex: "stud • letter to Lucy'~ 
.. person dlsplacement ; I location of SUBJ  and OBJ  (see the examples of Fig. 8 and I0) 
. .  transmJt_an..Information_to_somcone ; I OF,ST 
.... transmit_a_generic_information : OBJ < type_of..informxfion [el: mcssagc]• 
. . .  transmit_a structured Information ; OBJ "l~oc[ of  prtd. occ. " (see the cx. of  Fig.9) 
.. PRODUCE_TEMPLATES ; predicate :PRODUCE ; ~OBJ 
. . .  ereatlon_of_materlal_thlngs ; OBJ < physical_thing >
.... perform_a_task or_actlon ; OBJ < action_name >(see the examples of Fig. 3, 4 and g) 
.... to. .make .explJdtiy_knuwn ; OBJ < declaration > (see the example of Fig. 9) 
F igure  13. Template  hieraJrchy: "BEHAVE,"  "MOVE"  aJid "PRODUCE"  templates .  
Depth  of indent ing  cor responds  to depth  in the  h ierard ly .  
